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Calibrating roller is coated
in helical ribbed rubber for
long operating life of
abrasive belts.

Automatic tracking of feed
belt ensures accuracy with-
out operator's intervention.

Belt cleaning blowers,
adjustable in speed and
translation, are placed on
top of group for improved
cleaning efficiency

Automatic star delta
starting on main motors.

Veftical adjustment of
table is electrically operated
for quick read - out whilst
fine adjustment is carríed
out by handwheel.

fhe illustralions and the data cont6ined in lhrs brochure
are not binding. SCM.eserves the right to make changes
for technical, commerc¡al and organizat¡onal ¡easons, ihe
main characleístics of lhe machtnes remaining unaltered.
lo add¡l¡on lhe partsadded, such as the protections.
accessories, etc. can d¡lter to conform lo the laws and
specral requirements ol the countfles lo whtch the machines
are to be supplied
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Gr63TS

For machining ol shoil components
The CL 63TS is equipped with a particular strap presser fitted with motorized rollers coated in soft rubber

for contemporary räó'ñ'ining of bat'ches of wood'sirips with slight difference in thickness and of limite.d length'
-Tlre 

straps redúce distancã between pressers enabiing short fiieces to be machined and their elasticity

compensaies eventual thickness discrepancies.
The first motor¡zed roìièi, òóateO in pärticularly soft rubber enables constant feeding, even when dealing with

components of slightly different thickness'

Safe and easy to use
The control board is characterized by the differently coloured groups

chosen to enable an immediate identification and visive control of all

the operating devices.

The cL63T5 is equipped with Cut-outs to protect main motors from

overloads or oPerating errors.- 
Spððiállv deåigned 6elt insertion guide ways plus simple blocking of

groups help to reduce replacement times.

Easicr for setting uP
Pneumatic units enable setting and visualizing of suitable

abrasive belt tension.
Rational and practical hand grips with graduated scale for roller

and pad regulation.
pnäumatiõ installation centrally placed, enables simple and rapid

servicing.
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The CL63TS is a calibrating sander planned to machine solid wood and short
components.-lI 

¡ã-óãrti"rlarly suitable for calibrating and sanding chair or furniture components.
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